
1. Specification

-Products' introduction:
Our squat stand is used for gym, it has stable structure. Squat stand can be adjust it's height. This type
racks use super welding craft. And the steel size is 75*75mm, it can keep the rack much more
stable. Because the rack is removable, you can adjust the size of your space to the rack, We deeply
believe in our racks' quality. And we will send you our competitive price regarding your quantity. Are you
ready, lets begain our pleasant business trip.

-Size
 MOQ 10pcs
 Steel Size  75*75mm
 Material  Steel
 Logo Custom Logo
 Payment  TT, LC, ect.



-Accessors Structure
Suggest Accessories: 
1.flat bench 
2.Olympic bar 
3.PU weight plate 
4.Gym Ring Dip (2pairs) 
5.TRX 
6.Wall ball(1-12kg) 
7.Dumbbell 



8.Kettlebell 
9.Sandbag 
10.Rope for climbing 

Function: 
1.Two groups of lying push 
2.Two parallel bars 
3.Two wallball targets 
4.Ladder climbing 
5.Boxing sandbags 
6.step bench 
7.Pull up 
8.Wallball rack 
9.Dumbbell rack 
10.Two sets of shots

2.Package and Delivery

Package: First, put dumbbell into Plybag 
                Then, put into cartons
                 Last, packaged by plywood pallet or wooden case
Delivery: Within 20 workdays after payment.

3.Company

Shandong Xingya Sports Fitness Inc. is a factory and trading company. 
We mainly produce weightlifting bars, weight plates, dumbbells, kettlebells, fitness balls, 
storage racks, power racks and other strength accessories . With high quality and competitive price, 
our products are mainly exported to Europe, America, the Middle East, South Asia and other nations.
We always believing in that good service and high quality is a soul of a company. 
We sincerely hope to establish long-term business relation with you. 
Could you kindly consider us?

4.Exhibition

We attend the Canton Fair in 2016. We met many friends from wordwide. They are very kind and
impressed with our produccts, 
such as, dumbbells, kettlebells, wall balls.We have made many orders from our clients we met on the
canton fair. This is really our honour 
to make friends with our clients and they satisfied with our quality and service. We always remembering
quality first. 



 


